"Drowning in data, starving for knowledge"; Users need automatic processing tools that can deal with the large amount of multimedia information available on the web;
Why Music?
Digital music is one of the most popular multimedia type distributed on the web;
One of the most important aspects to describe it is its genre, which is mainly used to organize large collections of digital music;
Automatic Music Genre Classification from a Pattern Recognition Perspective
Music poses an interesting research problem, since music is a complex time-variant signal.
Also, it is naturally a multi-class problem;
1. Use learning and classification techniques that can naturally handle multi-class problems; OR 2. To use a problem space decomposition strategy to break a multi-class problem into a series of binary problems that can be tackled using a set of binary classifiers;
Problem Space Decomposition Strategies
One Against All (OAA);
Round Robin (RR);
One Against All
Given a n-class pattern recognition problem; A set of n binary classifiers, one for each class, will be created; Each classifier is trained through re-labeling of the same training dataset, in order to distinguish between one single class and its complements in the problem space.
One Against All Strategy 
Round Robin
Converts a n-class problem into a series of binary problems;
Creates a set of k = n(n-1)/2 classifiers, one for each pair of classes. RR provides the best classification accuracy; Exceptions:
Round Robin Strategy
DT which performs better using no problem space decomposition strategy; MLP which presents better results using OAA; 
Conclusions
Overall the RR approach provides better accuracy than OAA and baseline classifiers in the individual segments; However contrary to our expectations the proposed approach doest not present superior results in comparison with the OAA and RR ensemble strategies on individual segments.
Future Work
To use a larger database (10 classes, 3200 music pieces);
Evaluate the Time Decomposition ensemble approach in a dataset with a larger number of music genres;
To evaluate other ensemble strategies.
